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SOME PROBLEMS
I N THE
PURIFICATION
F THE
UNIVERSITY WATER SUPPLY

INTRODUCTION
Water is one of the prime neceseities of life; so great
ie ito importance that every individual should be provided with a
pure supply, not only as a preventative of disease but also as a
requisite of pleasure and life.
All natural or ground waters contain more or less foreign
matter, either in suspension or in solution. A few ground waters
are polluted, the amount of pollution depending upon local condi-
tions. As the source of public water supply, however, the advan-
tage of a ground water over other supinliee is its comparative free-
dom from dangerous pollution. The disadvantage is the high con-
tent of foreign substances in solution. The most troublesome of
these are calcium, which makeR the water hard, and sodium and
potassium, which meike the water alkaline j and iron salts in the
ferrous state. More than traces of manganese are also very
objectionable, in fact, prohibitive.
Since manganese is not found in the University supply,
and since the salts of sodium and potassim are not found in large
enough quantities to be detrimental, only the theory of the re-
moval of hardness and iron will be considered in this investiga-
tion. Of the foreign matters which are always present as chemical
compounds the most comrion are carbonates, bi -carbonates, sulphates,

2chlorides and nitrates, Phoephatee are usually present in small
quantities. Most waters react alkaline with litmus?; however, a
few are acid. Waters that are acid are not used in boilers, in-
dustrially or in households. The imprension must not be obtained
that these are the only compounds in natural or ground waters that
cause trouble, but on the contrary, there are many others. These,
however, are the most common, and the ones that have generally to
be considered in the purification of a municipal supply.
The compounds may be divided into three classes:
First, The corrosive impurities such as the sulphates, as
PeSO^
,
CaSQ,
, etc.
The acids, as SO^
,
H^CO^
,
HCL, etc.
Second, The scale-forming and hardness impurities, such as
the carbonates and bi-carbonatee, CaCOg
,
Na^COg
,
and Fe(HCO^ ), etc.
Third, The alkalai im.purities, such as potassium and
sodium carbonates, as KCO^ and Na^^COg .
The first two are more or less detrim.ental to boilers,
pumps, valves and water pipes, the last two when the water is to
be used for drinking, domestic and industrial purposes. The waters
of these two last classes are hard, that is, they have the quality
of consuming soap to a greater or less extent.
This hardness characteristic, together with the presence
of compounds of iron are the elom.ents that cause the most trouble
in the use of water from the strata from which the University
supply is taken.
The advisability of softening a hard water has been known
for a long time. In 1841 F, W, Clark patented his method for
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softening water, but almont one hundred yearo before Thomas Henry,
F. R. F-., of Manchester, England, proposed the softenlnr of water
with lime. Porter about the middle of the nineteenth century
patented a continuous method of softening and filtering water.
Following this car^e the use of soda ash and lime in about 1884 in
England. Thin method was used on a large scale first in 1891.
At the Dresent time soda ash and lime are used very extensively for
softening.
Clark's process consj sts in ad.^usting the proper proportion
of lime to the water to soften it. The correct amount is obtained
by determining alkalinity with oxalic acid, free caustic alkalinity
with silver nitrate, and hardness with soap solution.
The process of softening water consists in removing as com-
pletely as possible chemical compounds which consum.e soap. These
are to be considered as all water soluble salts of calcium, mag-
nesium, iron and alujninium.
There are three common reasons why water should be softened;
First, because of its action on boilers; second, because of its
consTomption of soap; third, because of its interference in in-
dustrial pursuits, such as photography, dyeing, etc.
The action in boilers is:
1. Incrustation.
2. Corrosion
Pitting and grooving, etc.
!^ • Priming and foaming
.
Waters which cause incrustation may be divided into three
general classes, as follows:
First, waters containing carbonates of calcium and magnesium
usually present as bi -carbonates
.
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F!econd, waters containing eulphatee of oalciuin and mag-
nesium .
Third, waters containing both carbonates and sulphates.
The waters of the first class are knovm as hard waters,
that is, they have the power of consuming soap. The water supply
of the University and of Champaign and Urbana belong to this
class. Besides the hardness of the University supply, the iron
present as ferrous carbonate in relatively large quantities is
very troublesome.
Iron salts in drinking water spoil it, because of the
disagreeable taste, odor and turpid appearance they cause in the
same, and, furthermore, because of the undesirable stains deposi-
ted on bathroom fixtures and on white fabrics.
is always associated v/ith them, is a filamentotis plant growth.
It thrives without the aid of air or light. Hence, it can be
readily seen that once it gets started in a pipe system it grows
at such a rate and in such enormous numbers that it makes the
water at times, especially while flushing the mains, almost brick-
red, and at other times almost black, according to the degree of
oxidation. It has been known to collect in small water mains
to such an extent that it has completely clogged them wp. It
often becomes so bad that if the water mains are not blov,!! out
occasionally, the water cannot be used at all. On account of this
bacterial growth, iron in water is probably one of the most ob-
jectionable of all chemical com-DOunds found in the water sup"Dly,
not only for domestic but also for industrial purposes.
that thrives on the iron salts, and

5The original problem that the writer started out to solve
was the purificfition of the University water supply, but in the
courne of the investigation the problem of the sedimentation basin
soon presented itself as a part that must first be taken care of.
At first it was thought that this branch of the investigation
would soon be solved, but on account of the time reauired at each
run or test, and because of the now trouble in the way of bottom
flow that presented itself, the time that shoiild be allotted to
the experimental end of the investigation was all used long before
the sedimentation troubles were solved. Enough timewas taken,
however, to complete this part of the thesis. In doing this no
time was left in which to carry on tests in the purification of
the water proper. Therefore, in writing up the investigation the
writer has given the theory of the purification and will be com-
pelled to leave the actual tests on the same for another invest! =
gator.
OBJE_CT
The ob,1ect of thin investigation has been to solve the
problems of sedimentation met with while carrying on experiments
on the purification of the University water supply.

6THEORY
The Removal of Iron
Groimd waters that contain iron in solution usually in the
form of ferrous carbonate, are, when freshly drawn, clear and
colorlese, or nearly so. They contain considerable carbon-di-
oxide, but are deficient in oxygen. The amount of iron varies from
a slight trace to as high as 2,500 parts per million, the highest
amount that has been found. Seldom more than ten parts are found,
however, and generally much less. The University supply contains
2-l/lOth parts as ferrous carbonate.
According to Allen Eazen, "Waters containing 3/lOths parts
per million of iron rarely precipitate, but r==3?& those containing
5/10ths parts are at the allowable limit that can be used without
causing more or less complaint." Ferruginous ground waters may
be divided into three general classes:
1. Those which begin to precipitate the iron Immediately
after aeration.
2. Those which will hold the iron in solution indefinitely
even after aeration.
3. Those which precipitate a part of the iron within a
few hours and hold the remainder in solution indefinite4
ly.
The water of the University supply comes under the firot
class.
Iron is in solution on account of the solvent action of the
dilute acids always present in ferruginous waters. This acid is
generally H^CO^
. That is, the acid promotes solvent action.

7Tho theory of Bolutions will not "be jriven here, however, one of the
reactions mentioned above is Fe + SH^ = Fe(OHL 2H . Fe(OHL
is a ferrous hydrate. Hydrogen is aot free. From Treadwell and
Hall, "The acid changes the metal to a ferrous salt with the
evolution of hydrogen. 2Fe + SHgCOg = SFeCO^
-f SH^^ . T7ater and
oxygen now act on the ferrous salt causing the iron in this salt
to separate out as ferrous hydroxide, setting free the same amount
of acid rhich wac? used in the formation of the ferrous salt.
SFeCO^ + 5H^0 + = 2Fe(0H)^ + SH^CC^ .
To re-precipitete the ferrous salt in colloidal mixture
ar. ferric oxide, and to do it in the most economical and quickest
way, is the deferrization problem to be solved.
Since the iron is present in the lower form as a ferrous
salt in solution, it will tend to rise to the higher form, or ferric,
at the first opportunity. The ferric form is a,n amorphous
hydrate. The amorphous form is necessarily not in solution and can
be settled or filtered out. The process of bringing about this
precipitation may be divided into two stages, as follows:
1. The supplying of oxygen to bring about the oxidation
of the iron, thus raising it from the ferrous to the
ferric state. This oxidation of the ferrous hydrate
depends on the hydrolysis, or the decomposition of
water, which is ex-nressed as follows: 2Fe(0H)^ -f
H^O + = 2Fe(0H)^
.
2. This insoluble ferric hydrate now exists in the form
of a colloidal suspension, and remains so until the
particles are coagulated to larger ones and either by
its own weight or that of a coagulant are settled out
of* the water.

8Many chemicals have been tried as a coagulant, but comrpon
lime riven about the most derdrable results. Tn its une care must
be tal^ren not to uoe more than the water requires. If an exceoa
is used it will increase the hardness of the crater instead of
reducing it. The test for the proper araount will be given later.
The lime can be added either as milk of lime or as a saturated
solution of lime water.
The reaction is expressed as follows for the reduction
of iron from the University supply, where it is found as ferrous
carbonate
:
FeOQ, 4- Ca(OH)^ = Fe(OH)^ + CaCO^ .
2Fe(0E)^ +0 H^O = SFe(OH)^ .
The reduction of hardness is expressed as follows:
CaCO + 00^ + Ca(OH) = 2CaC0, + H^O.
MgCQ, * CO^ 2Ca(0H)^ = gCaCO
^
+ MgCO
^
+
^a^.
But magnesium carbonate is quite soluble, therefore, a
further quantity of lime must be added. The reaction is
MgCQj + Oa(OH)g = Mg(OH)^ + CaCO^.
Magnesium hydroxide is precipitated together with the
CaCO, .
The method used to test the water to determine whether
or not too much lime has been added is as follows:
A sample of 50 co of the water is taken. To this is added
about two drops of phenolphthalein indicator. If a pink color is
produced, bi-carbonates are present. The amount present may be
determined by titrating with ^ Ha SO^ until the color changes.
These are not present in the University supply. Following this
test two drops of methyl orange are added. A deep yellow color

9will be given. Thia Bhowe the presence of carbonates. The amount
50
of carbonates present determined by adding — oulphuric acid,
N
until the color changes. When an excess of lime has been used,
bi-carbonates will be present and sho^m by the phenolphthalein
indicator. If the phenolphthalein is more than one-half the
methyl orange alkalinity an excess has been added. The difference
between these two titrations subtracted from the phenolphthalein
titration multiplied by ten, if 100 cc of water are used for
titration, is equal to the excees of calcium oxide as calci^Jm
carbonate added in parts per million. This amount multiplied
by .56 gives the ajTiount of calcium oxide in excess. Therefore,
if the amount of acid required to produced an end point with
phenolphthalein is one-half that of the methyl orange end point,
the right amount of lime has been added.
It has been shown in the Water Survey laboratory that
eight grains of calcium oxide por gallon of raw University water
give the best results.
The time required for
'
oomploto chemical reaction is ap-
proximately six hours. This length of time does not give a completii
reaction, which would take from twelve to eighteen hours, but it
is considered to be the most economical length of time to retain
the water in a settling basin.
i
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The mineral content of the Univernity supply in 1906 was
as follows:
Potassium K 2.6 parts per million
Sodium Na 29.0 «» w it
Ammoniujn NH^ 2 .
3
Magnesium Mg 34.9
n tt
It It
Calcium Ca 70.1 " "
Iron Pe i.o " «
Alumina Al 1.3 " "
Nitrates NO3 .7 " "
Chlorine Cl 3.5 " "
Sulphate SO^ 2.3 ^
Silica SiO 18.9
a.
M n
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METHOPr; OP WATER PURIFICATION
There are two gonorally known and widely practiced methodo
of water "Durifi cation, namely, slow sand, and rapid or mechanical
filtration.
The slow sand method will not be considered in this paper
or as a possible method to be employed in the purification of the
University water supply.
The rapid sand or mechanical filtration method has many
points in its favor, and esTDecially, for small suriply purification.
The rate of filtration is generally 125,000,000 gallons per acre
per day. Hence, the '^rea required for filtration is small, a
fact th-^t makes this method feasible in most cases, and especially
so in the case of the University supply. Coagulation and sedi-
mentation r. 'Q always used with this method of water purification.
A mechanical filtration plant divides itself into three
main divisions, namely, 1, The devices for the preparation and
apr)lication of the chemical. 2, The basins in which coagulation
and partial sedimentation of the water by subsidence takes place.
3. The filter through which the coagulated and martially clar-
ified water is passed as a last step in the process.
Operation
The three separate branches of mechanical purification
should be so arranged that all will be under one roof, not be
inconveniently crowded together, and at proper elevations so that
the plant can be run by gravity, if possible. This will require
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extrome elevations of about thirty foet, and at least tivelve feet
for the bulk of the water. In the experimental plant of the
Univer£?ity of Illinois the distance from the inlet of the lime
tank to outlet of pure water well was thirty foet.
In the experimental plant a saturated solution of lime
water was used ap. a coairulant. This solution contained 6B grains
of lime per gallon. It has been foixnd by tests in the Water
Survey laboratory that eight grains of calcium oxide per gallon
of water were required to get best results. By a little calcu-
lating it is evident that the plant would require about r50,000
gallons of this saturated solution for rnaxiTnuin consumption of the
University of Illinois, ten years hence, or, for 250,000 gallons
per day. This relatively large amount of chemical solution is
readily seen to be an obstacle that even in this case would raalre
this method of questionable value. Instead of a saturated
solution, a milk of lime solution may be used. One gallon of
this solution may contain from 7,000 to 8,000 grains of calcium
oxide per gallon. Those figures vary somewhat with the amount
of water used' in slaking the lime. This is the method used at
Kankakee, Danville, St. Louis and most places where lime is used
as a coagulant. At these places no definite number of grains
per gallon are added; a rough estiTnate of the number of grains
required is considered accurate enough for practical purposes.
In the University experimental plant the coagulant was
prepared in two mixing tanks. First-class barrelled quicklime
was used as the coagulant. One of the tanka was filled with
water from the unfiltored supply, and the barrel of lime was
divided and parte put into each tank. The first tank was then
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thoroughly Btirrod and allowed to stand until the nolutlon became
approximately clear. ^Ihen thle had been accompli ohed the orturatec
solution was run off through the automatic regulating box and
thence into the mixing trough where it was thoroughly mixed with
the incoming raw water, and then run into the settling basin.
Water was admitted to the other chemical tank, stirred and per-
mitted to stand until the solution had been exhausted from the
first tank. The first tank was then cut out and the second one
turned in, and the first one had lime again added as before, thor-
oughly stirred and permitted to stand until it became almost
clear. In this way the two tanks furnished a constant flow of
the saturated solution. By referring to the drawings the relative
positions of the different tanks can be seen. The regulating box
being of comparatively small size, it can be readily seen that
the solution would pass through almost immediately, and if on
entering the box stronger than a saturated solution it would pass
on through a stronger solution than was desired. To prevent this
a screen made of double thickness of cheese cloth was placed be-
tween the inlet and the outlet. The solution was thus strained
before being run off into the mixing trough, and hence maintained
at a constant strength. At first some trouble was experienced
with the outlet of the regulating box, which had a tendency to
choke up, due to the deposits of lime. This was afterwards
obviated by discharging the solution under the surface of a small
open reservoir containing it and overflowing into the mixing
trough. This arrangement gave perfect satisfaction throughout
the test. The above-mentioned deposit was caused by evaporization
about the edges of the mouth of the outlet, therefore, when this
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mouth was oubraorged the trouble was eliminated.
EXPERIMENTS ON FILTRATION
As previously stated. the water after passing through the
sedimentation basin and filter
,
gave very inconsistent results^
when tested for alkalinity
.
In the table below are given six
successive tests on six successive days. In these tests twelve
grains of CaCOH)^ were added por gallon of raw water.
: Gal Ions tVolume • •• • Methyl : Parts per : Parts per
:per mJn .: of : Phenol .
:
orange : million: million
Sample : Date : Rate :Sample : titration: titration bi-carb
:
carbonate
Raw 6/27/08 3.93 50 cc 0.0 18.7 374.0 0.0
outlet It If ft 3 .4 7.85 157,0 6o .0
Effluent n
6/28/00
It n 2.7 9.2 184.0 54.0
Raw 3.92 ff 0.0 19.5 390.0 0.0
n It It 3.5 8.0 160.0 70.0
CjX X XUoIiT/ If It If 2.4 7.15 143.0 48.0
Raw 6/29/08 3.95 It 0.0 19.1 382.0 0,0
Outlet It If N 5.1 5.8 116.0 102.0
ejI X xuonu ft ft tl 3.95 4.85 97.0 79.0
Raw 6/30/08 3.93 ft 0.0 18.6 372.0 0,0
Outlet ft If tt 6.5 2.85 57.0 130.0
Effluent ft •1 tt 5.2 6.3 126.0 104.0
Raw 7/1/08 3.95 tt 0.0 18.45 369.0 0.0
uux.ieu ft It tt 5.45 5.15 103.0 109.0
Effluent It It tt 4.15 3.8 76.0 83 ;o
Raw 7/2/09 3.94 tt 0.0 19.1 0.0
Outlet If tf tt 5.5 11.4 228.0 110.0
Effluent ft It tt 3.8 2.6 52,0 76.0
Note!
"Raw" has reference to raw water from pumpB
.
"Outlet" has reference to the water after it paoGes
throup;h the sedimentation basin, but before it
pas ses throut^h the filter.
"Effluent" has reference to water after it has passed
through the filter.
i
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A study of the laot two columno in the preceding table
will show a variation of from 57 to 228 parts per million of
bi -carbonates and a variation of from 68 to 130 parts per million
of carbonates in the outlet. From the above it is obvious that
the conditions of flow through the sedimentation basin must be
somewhat irregular. It was thio and similar data that caused
the writer to cease to make tests on the softening of the water and
to take up the tests on the determination of flow through the
sedimontation basin. The data obtained and conclusions arrived
at from this branch of the investigation will be given on the
following pages under the head of sedimentation.
(
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EXPERIMENTS ON SEDIMENTATION
By inspection of several existing plants and a review of
past and present literature on sediinentation it is conspiououoly
evident that little attention has been paid to this very important
branch of mechanical filtration. It is at this point that the
greater part of the purification should take place. The chemical
reaction not only should be completed here, but ample time must
be allowed for the settling out of the coagulated particles. It
is a well-known fact that these particles, the flock, as it is
termed, not only carry out the foreign matter but also a very
large per cent of the bacteria when the same are present.
Soon after this investigation was started the irregularity
of the amount of water that could be filtered between washings
attracted the writer* s attention. The analysis of the raw water
showed that it did not vary, but the coagulated water varied
considerably, both before and after filtration. It was evident
that something must be irregular in the coagulation basin. There-
fore, investigations were started in this basin to determine what
was the trouble.
The rate of water passing out of the sedimentation basin
was such that it gave twelve hours sedimentation, or rather that
the total volume of the basin would pass through the outlet in
twelve hours. It was supposed that water passing in would take
approximately twelve hours to pass through the basin, and further-
more that the rate of flow through the basin was constant. As far
as the writer could see, however, this flow was the only thing that
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could cause the irregular clogging of the filter. Therefore,
it was determined to investigato this part of the operation.
The first thing done was to make specific gravity deter-
minations on several coloring matters. To do thlt3 the coloring
matter was put into one-liter beakers filled with water and thor-
oughly Btirred. The solutions were then permitted to stand for
about 72 hours. If the color disappeared or settled out, it was
discarded. The coloring matters tested were fluorescein, Prus-
sian blue and potassiim permanganate. Of these fluorescein finally
proved to be the only one that could be used.
The powdered fluorescein is dissolved in concentrated
ammonia. Approximately three grammes were used in making a flow
determination in the basin. The ammoniacal solution was diluted
up to about one liter and poured into the mixing trough at the
point where the raw water entered. In this way the same distri-
bution was obtained as was in the case of the incoming treated
water when the plant was in regular operation. At first samples
were talcen only at the outlet.
The first three runs gave a strong color in the effluent
in about one hour and fifteen minuten after putting in the color
at the inlet end. When it is remembered that it takes at least
six hours for partial chemical reaction and about IB for complete
reaction, it can be readily seen that one hour and fifteen minutes
is altogether too short a time to be of much value. The writer
believes that to get the best results the water should remain in
the sedimentation basin about five hours. Of course it must
be kept in mind that this was the vanguard of strong color and
that on account of dilution some color would remain in the basin

for several days. But even though some color did renain for
several days, the fact that some came through in soverol minutes
demonstrated that something was radically wrong in the construction
and operation of this basin#
The problora to solve was how to increase the time of flow
and malre it constant for the same rates of flow through the out-
let.
With the first conditions of flow a latticed "baffle with
opening one-quarter of an inch on the incoming side and three-
eighths inch on the opi^osite side, and with slats one inch thick
and one inch broad on the incoming side and with the openings
vertical, was placed four feet from the inlet end of the basin.
At the outlet end one foot from the end wall was a solid weir
fitted in water tight and extending from the bottom up to within
two inches of the surface of the water. With this arrangement
color passed through in about one hour and fifteen minutes.
This arrangement was changed. The latticed baffle was
left in and three feet from the inlet end was placed a solid
one perforated with one-quarter inch holes placed two inch
centers horizontally and varying from five to three inch centers
vertically from the bottom row up. The first row was placed
six inches from the bottom. The weir at the outlet end remained
the same as before. The average time required for strong color
to appear in the effluent was the same as under the first ar-
rangement.
The flow under both arrangements seemed to be along the
surface. Therefore, it was decided to stop up the three upper
rows of holes. With the three upper rows closed a strong color
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appeared in the effluent in about two hourn after starting the
color.
The quoBtion came up in tho writer's mind as to whether
or not diffusion did not have considerable to do with this rapid
flow through the basin. Therefore, to settle this, a diffusion
test wns made. The basin was filled with raw water, the inlet and
outlet closed tight and the color poured in across the inlet end
next to the end wall. The color gradually diffused throughout
the entire basin. The time required for it to reach the outlet
chamber was about 80 hours. The entire front end of the tank
was uniformly colored, but the outlet end was more or less
streaked, showing that the color did not readily diffuse and
that there must be a slight current along the surface. This
current could be caused only by a difference in the temperature
of the top and bottom layers. It is difficult to see, however,
how the temperature could cause a regular current lengthwise
of the basin. The experiment showed that fluorescein color
did not settle out and that there was very little diffusion.
Fluorescein is therefore an excellent indicator.
It became necessary to stop work for some time and before
the investigation was again started, glass siphon tubes were in-
stalled at three different sections of the basin, as shovm on
drav/ings on detail sheets. At oach section there were six
tubes, except at the outlet end section which had only three
tubes. In the first two sections two tubes were placed about
four inches from each wall, one of which extended down to with-
in two inches of the bottom of the basin, the other to within
18 inches from the surface of the water. Two more were placed

similarly at the center of eaoh section of the basin. At the
end section the throe tubos extended down to within two inches
of the bottom, and were placed horizontally the some as in the
other two sections. These tubes were made of S/ieths inch
glass tubing with a piece of rubber tubing on the end about
three inches long. This rubber tubing was used in order that
pinch-coclcs could be used to stop the flow through the tubes.
By the use of these tubes an idea of the flov; throughout the
cross section was obtained. These tubes were filled with raw
water after the basin was filled and then when the color was
flowing through the basin samples were taken at regular interval
from the nine different points, the two sub-surface levels and
the surface. In this way an excellent idea of the flow was
obtained, as will be sho^m. This data was taken in tabular
form, as below:
Flow No. 1.
D
«0
S
if
S ' ~3" /'-a' 7 -n-
Longitudinal section of basin.
Weir numbers correspond to numbers of weirs, detailed on
detail sheet No. l. Small dashes represent points in section
at which samples of flow were taken.
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In the follov/ing tables Is shown the relations of the
interiBity of color at the different X O V O a. O KXliXX IXb •J.J.iXWiOrlO
sections - A, B, C and D, and hence the flow through the basin.
The explanation of the "sub" numbers is given on detail
sheet No. B, nage
Surface Middle Bottom P QmaT»Va
A, V.P. V.S
.
Readings taken one-half hour
A. v.s v.s. after starting color.
v.s. v.s. Section A. fni'^tinB' cbambor^
All W ".^ V \^ i. V OA AW A >,/ U-^i, X-^ y X 11
1
B, s. S. V.F. mediately.
v.s. S. F. Section R- har^ n. Hpr»irlAfi
s. V.F. V.F. Green shade throughout in
Decidedly strong at B
,
also
V.F. at C about one—half "houT*
D/ at D one-half hour after
Da V.F. starting
.
F
Note: "S" stands for strong color,
"V.S': very strong, "F" faint, "V.F*1
very faint and no color whatever.
These symbols will be used through-
out this thesis.

Second Roading 22
Surrac© Middle R + + rvm
A. V.S, V.S, Reodings taken one hour afte
A, V , s
,
V.S, starting color.
A, V , s
.
V.S.
A strong sheot of color was
B, V . b . V.S
,
flowing over weir (outlet)
V . ^ . V ,V, its entire length. However,
B. V.S, V , S F. the entire mass of color in
the effluent chamber was not
c, V.S. colored. The color seemed
V.S, to cling to the surface of
C, V , . u UiXw wo XX .
D, s. One hour and fifteen minutes
s. after starting color a very
s. strong sample was found in
the effluent.
Third Reading
Surface Middle n ^ 1° OTT!
A, V.S. V.S. Rf^adings taken two hours
A, V.S. V.S. after starting color.
Aj V.S.
General ap-nearance of banin
B/ V.S. V.S. F. at this reading is a strong
B. V.S. v,s. V.S, deoD color, very uniform
B, V.S. v,s. s. throughout
.
c, V.S. V.S, Effluent chamber strong, uni
V.S. V.S. form color. Effluent water
J V.S, V.S. verv stront?
.
V,S, A very noticeable color was
V,S. found in the effluent water
V.S. 28 hours after starting the
color. A faint green color
permeated the entire basin.
In the foregoing three tables are given data collected
durins: a typical color run with the weirs and baffles arranged as
shown in the section.

1S3
The basin was filled diiring the nifrht preceding the color
run. The water was run in through the controlling apparatus and
a small flow was permitted at the effluent. For an hour or more
preceding the color run, and during the color run, the rate of flow!
through the basin was such as to give a twelve hours displacement
of volume eaual to that of the basin. The conditions were prob-
ably as ideal as could be obtained, but, even with these conditions,
, the color came through in less than one hour and fifteen minutes.
This is a typical set of data and conditions for this
arrangement of baffles. The other flows being similar with
practically the same results, will not be given in this paper.
The arrangement of baffles wo3 changed before the next run shown
in this parjer.
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Flow No . 2.
D /7
a'-3" 3 -g '
Longitudinal section of basin.
As was noted on page SO, weir and baffle n-umbers will cor-
respond to numbers on weir and baffles on detail sheets. This
method will be em-oloyed hereafter in connection with these tables.
Baffle arrangement same as in preceding test, except baffle
No. 1 has three upper rows of holes caulked shut.
First Reading
Surface Middle Bottom
A,
B,
B,
v.s.
v.s.
v.s.
s.
s.
s.
v.s. Data taken one hour after
V.S. starting color.
V.S.
Fifteen minutes after
V.S. starting "A" tubes gave
V.S. very strong color at the
V.S. bottom.
V.S. The color was put in mix-
S. ing trough with incoming
S. water.
S. There was no color visible
S. in sections B, C, or D, ex
S, cept thin film along walls
The color flow was along
the bottom of the basin. The color flowed along the bottom, as
shown by data, and when it reached the weir at the outlet end it
came up close to the face of the same, flowed over the top about
one inch deep and clung close to the back face as far down as it
could be seen. The color did not seem to mix with the mass of the
wator.
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Second Reading
Surface Middle Bottom Remarks
A, V.S. V.S. Reading taken two houro af-
A, V.S. v.r. ter starting color.
Aj V.S. V.S.
General appearance of basir
B, S. V.S. same as one hour before
.
S. V.S.
s. V.S. The thin filrae of color
along the two walls had in-
V.S. creased to five or six in-
c. s. V.S. ches thick and were quite
s. strong. The thin film seer
creeping up the front face
D, s. of the outlet weir seemed
V.S. to stop rising abont five
s. or six inches from the top
of the weir, and instead of
rising higher it increased
in thickness to about six
inches.
Third Reading
Surface Middle Bottom
A, V.S. V.S. Reading taken three hours
A. V.S V.S. after starting color.
A3 V.S. V.S.
The color in section "B"
B, V.S. had continued to rise until
B, V.S. V.S. at this reading there was
V.S. V.S. a very strong color about
eight inches below the sur-
F, s. V.S. face .
c. F. V.S. V.S.
F. V.S. V.S. In section "C" there was
a faint color visible about
V.S. one foot below the surface.
V.S. There was a general green
0. S. V.S. tinge throughout.
In section"D" the color wac
similar to that in section "C" but not so uniform. Color along the
walls and in front of the outlet weir has continued to increase in
mass, being about one foot or more in thickness all around. This
accounts for the strong color at D3 . Only a thin film of color
flowed over the outlet weir and down the inside surface of the
same. This color did not mix v;ith the water in the outlet chamber.

The Bample of effluent taken throe hours after starting
the color pave a faint trace of it. Three and one-hnlf hovirs
after starting, a strong color was present in the effluent.
Twenty-sGven hours after starting the color had practically all
run out of the basin.
DISCUSSION
The flow represented by the last set of data is typical
of the bottom flow conditions, that is, the flow along the bottom
of the sedimentation basin.
The principle of the sedimentation basin depends upon the
settling-out action that takes place as the water flows through the
basin. To obtain this settling out of the suspended particles
it is obvious that the flow must be along the upper part of the
basin, the bottom part acting as a quiescent pool into which the
particles may drop and remain. Therefore, if for any reason at
nil the flow is along the bottom of the basin instead of the top
there can and will zs=t be but very little settling out of the sus-
pended particles. On the contrary, there is in all probability
a stirring up of the sediment at the bottom of the basin, and,
therefore, not only a carrying along of the suspended particles
^hat are in the water at first, but also a picking up and carrying
away of the sediment or silt at the bottom of the basin. The
water passes directly from the sedimentation uasin to the filter.
The office of the filter is to take out of the water the finely
divided particles that were too small to settle out. The rate at
which water passes throi-igh mechanical or rapid filters is very
high, generally about 125,000,000 jrallons per acre per day, or
about two gallons per square foot per minute. It is readily seen
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that with the very high rate mentioned, oven v/ith well-Bet tied
water containing only a very email amount of suspended matter,
the filter would very soon clog up and have to be washed. This
waflhinp is done at reguln.r stated intervals, generally about 24
hours apart. This length of time between v/ashings, however,
denends entirely upon the rate at which the filter clogs - loses
the head, as it is termed.
It is quite obvious that if the filter clogs under nor-
mal conditions in this short period, it will give considerable
trouble in this respect if water is run onto it that contains
a large amount of suspended matter, as is the case when there is
a bottom, flow through the sedimentation basin.
When it is known that the flow is sometimes along the
bottom of the basin it is quite easy to imagine an irregular
length of time between washings.
At first the rapid flow was thought to be the only problem
to solve, and the various arrangements of baffles were put in to
lengthen this time between the starting of the color and its
first aprsesrance in the effluent. In the endeavor to devise a
system of baffling to increase this time of flow, the eighteen
siphons were put in at points indicated on drawings, in order to
obtain a small sample of the water at these particular points
during the flow, and thus obtain an idea of the flow conditions
in the basin while in operation. It was by the use of these
tubes that the bottom flow was discovered. This bottom flow was
noted on many occasions either throughout the entire run or a
part of it.
The bottom, flow should not exist on any occasion for the

reasons already given. Therefore, the problein nov/ was not only
to stop the rapid flow through a small section of the wetted
cross section, but also to make the flow take place in the upT)er
part of the basin on all occasions. To do this a new arrangement
was tried. This was to have two short solid weirs at the inlet
end. The first extended down from the tor> to a level such that
Ibfo of the wetted cross section was left below the lower edge
of the weir for the water to flow through. The second weir extendea
up from the bottom to a height such that r53-l/3"^ of the wetted
cross section was above the upper edge of the weir. All the
water had to flow over the top of this second weir.
This arrangement was put in in the hope that it would start
the flow in the unper nart of the basin, and, once started, it
would stay there. This was not true, neither did it lengthen the
time required for the color to pass through the basin. The longest
time between starting the color and finding it in the effluent
was two hours and thirty minutes. This color was very strong.
The following data are taken because they show the condi-
tions to exist that this arrangement was supposed to remedy:
i
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Longitudinal section of basin.
First Reading
Surface Middle Bottom Remarks
A, S . These data were taken one
S. hour after the color was
A3 started.
B/ There was no color in sight
B2 V.F. F. in section "A", but in the
Bj middle of section "B" a
very faint color was visi-
0/ ble beneath the surface.
Co
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Second Reading
Surface Middle
A,
A,
A3
B.
C.
0..
0-F
0-F
0-F
0-F
0-F
0-F
0-F
0-F
0-F
F.
V,.F.
F.
S.
S.
F.
Bottom
V.S.
s.
s.
s.
v.s.
s.
s.
s.
s.
Note : "O-F" represents the condi-
tions described in the remarlcs
where the upiser five or six inches
of water had zero color and below
this a faint color.
Remarks
Reading taken two hours
after starting color.
The upper five or six in-
ches of water had zero
color throughout the basin,
but color from below showed
a faint green.
Looking into the basin fran
above, the color seemed to
be very uniformly distri-
buted throughout the whole
of the basin.
The color began to flow
over effluent weir two houn
after starting the same.
A faint color was found in
the effluent two and on©-
half hours after starting
the color.
Third Reading
Surface Middle Bottom Remarks
A/ O-F S. V.S. Reading taken three hours
A. O-F S. s. after starting color.
A. O-F S. s.
There was no color in the
B, 0-F S. s. upper four or five inches
B. O-F S. s. of water.
B. 0-F S. s.
The color appeared very
c. 0-F s. evenly distributed through
c. O-F s. out the basin below the
0-F s. upper five inch layer.
Three hours after starting
color a strong sample was
found in the effluent.
The data given above shov that the flow was along the
bottom of the basin, despite the Jact that the solid weir at the
inlet end started, or was su"PT)osed to start, the flow along the
up-ner part of the basin.
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DiBcusBion
It was now very evident to the writer that there munt be
Borae principle of fluids involved when this flow woe alonp the
bottoir, because the conditions, as far as could be determined,
were of the best. The flow had been maintained through the
basin since the night before, or about 18 hours preceding the
starting of the test.
The bottom floiv could not be explained in any way except
that it might be due to difference in temperature at the various
levels. Accordingly, temperature investigations were made with
thermometers at the surface, middle and bottom in the sedimenta-
tion bssin, in the raw water controlling tank, No. 10J59, and one
on the outside of the sedimentation basin, which gave the temper-
ature of the laboratory. The thermomieters were calibrated one
against the other betvreen 40 and 63 degrees Fahr. It was found
that they did not vary in the first decimal place.
The thermometer readings will be given with the data
shown. It is to be regretted, however, that the thermometers
were not in use when there was a bottom^ flow.
The following data will show the conditions when the flow
was along the top, end thermometers were used:
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Plrr-t Reading
Furface Middle Bottom Remarks
Temp
.
cnOb( COo9 .6 59 .6 ineBenoLa were uaj'en '/itn
feaffle arranfcGinont same as
A
A/ 0-F U upeQ m Liie precociing uecb
Akg u gi ven
.
rteaamg oaKcn one—nfjii nour
a, S • u ai Ler BLari.ing coxor .
s
.
V , s
.
mi-There was no color on the
surface but a strong color
0, V.F. about five inches below the
C2 y ,1* * surface
.
V.F
The temperature of water m
inlet, or controlling tank,
No. 10159, was 60. B°.
i einperat,ure 01 laDoratory
was 64°.
Second Reading
Surface Middle Bottom Remarks
1 einp • 60.1° 59.6° >l Keaaing T,8,Ken one nour ai uer
Buanixng coxor.
0-V.R.
A 0-V.S. There was no color in the
AAj 0-V.S. upper five inches of water,
Duti a very sorong coior
B/ 0-V.S. below
B2 0-V.S.
TO 0-V.S u Temperature of water m m-
let box, No. 1039, 60.6 .
0/ 0-S u
0-S U iemperax.ure 01 laoorauory,
^3 0-S 64°.
Thermometer at surface in
sedimentr) tion basin was
lowered about six inches
oeiow t.ne sun ace mtiO xne
very strong color zone
.
A Strong; color was found in the effluent one hour and fifteen
minute
B
after starting tho run.
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Third Reading
Surface lliddle Bottom
Temp • 60^ 59 .4° 59 . tP
A, F-V.S
.
"je F-V.R.
A F-V,s,
F-V.S.
F-V.S.
F-V.S.
F-V.S.
c. F-V.S.
F-V.S.
Remarks
Rending taken two hours
after starting color.
There was a very faint
color in the upper four
inches of Burface layer of
the water, due to diffusion
an'l not to flow. There was
a very strong color about
five inches below the sur-
face .
The color was very uniform-
ly distributed throughout
the upDer part of the basin
)o9. 60.6Tein-perature in inlet tank, No. 103"
Temreratnre of the laboratory, 64^,
Very strong color was found in the effluent two hours after start-
ing the color.
The entire flow seemed to be a solid mass or sheet about t7/elve
inches thick, the whole width of the basin. It was very uniform
throughout. This flow, as is shown, is above the 18 inch level
and about six inches below the surface.
The length of time before the color was foimd in the effluent was
only two hours or less.
The filling con'-itions and flowing rates were the same as in the
preceding test.
Discussion.
It is seen that with the baffles arranged as shown for
these tests, that the time required for the vanguard of the color
to reach the outlet was little if any increased over the previous
arrangement. It is true, however, that in one test the time re-
quired was about three hours, but in this test the flow was along
the bottom, a condition that should not exist. The other runs
required from about one to two hours for the first strong color
to reach the outlet.
It was thought that the arrangement of baffles at the
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inlet would remedy the bottom flow trouble, but o.b seen by the
data given, this arrangerent did not remove the pooeibility of
this very undesirable condition.
Since there was no bottom flow after the thermometers
were used, it is impossible to tell whether or not this trouble
is due to reversal of the temperatures shown. That is, according
to the supposition acted upon by the v^riter it was believed that
to get a bottom flow the temperature of the incoming water would
have to be considerably lower than that in the basin, and hence
more dense than that already in it. This would cause it to tend
to settle to the bottom, and being in motion it v.'ould tend to
continue in motion. Hence the flow along the bottom. This,
however, is only a tentative theory, and since there was never
a bottom flow after the thermometers were used, although several
runs v/ere made, it was impossible to prove or disprove the above.
It was considered that this arrangement of baffles had
not solved the troubles. Therefore, baffle No. 8 was made and
installed in place of baffle No. 7, The other baffles and weirs
remained as before. A detail of this baffle No. P will be found
on detail sheet No. 3.
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6 6
s
Longitudinal oection of basin.
All dimensions and arrangeinente the same as in preceding
tent, exceDt baffle No. P is ured instead of weir No. 7. Detail
of baffle No. 8. v/ill be found on detail sheet No. 3.
First Reading
Surface Middle Bottom Remarks
Temp. 57^ 56.6° 56.4° Reading taken one-half
hour after starting color.
A, 0-S
Ag 0-G Color seemed to be flowing
A, 0-S quite unifomly.
B/ 0-F There was no color in the
0-F upper f3ve inches of water
Bj 0-F
Temperatiire in tank No.
C, 1039, 57.4°.CO Temperature of laboratory
' 63°:
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Second Reading
Surface Middle Bottom Remark
n
I 61Iip • 56 56.5° 06 .4 Reading, taken one hour
after starting color.
A/ V.S.
A V.S. In section "A" color was
V.S. very strong and \Aniforra.
B/ V.S. In section B" color did
V.S. U not flovr along tho north
S. wall of basin, nor in sec-
tion "C"
.
V.S.
V.S. The color "began to run over
the outlet weir one hour
after starting the color.
Temperature of water in
tank No. 1039 was 57.1°.
Teranerature of air in lab-
oratory 63^.
Third Reading
Surface Middle Bottom Remarks
Temp
.
58.8° 58.3° 08 • «dO Reading taken one hour and
thirty minutes after start-
A/ V.S. n ing the color.
A
As V.S.
AAj V.S. riU The color was very uniform
throughout the basin.
B/ V.S.
n V.S. u There was a very strong
V.S. Pi color in the effluent one
hour and thirty minutes
0/ V.S. after starting the color.
in
^2 V.S. u
V.S. Tenrnerature of water in
tank No. 1039 was 57.4°.
Temperature of laborator*y
63°
•
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DiocuBsion
Several runs were made with this diverging tube baffle No.
P in place, and the flow wae always along the upper part of the
basin. It would seem that this diverging tube baffle had solved
the bottom flow -Droblem. It i.? certain that its record is good
for the number of rims made with it in place. Then, to o^ the prin-
ciple of flow through a diverging tube is such that it would seem
that the conditions of flow through a sedimentation basin could
be best obtained by the use of some such device.
Considering that only three runs were made this type
of baffle, its record of operation together with the principle of
the flow through diverging tubes combined to make fairly good
evidence that the flow through diverging tubes would give very
good distribution and eliminate the bottom flow.
It is believed that as far as the bottom flow is concerned
that it probably could be eliminated by using a baffle arrangem.ent
similar to the one used when weir Mo. 7 was in place, but to
make weir V,o, 7, 18 inches high instead of two feet, and have at-
tached to the upper edge a horizontal run-board one foot long.
This run-board to be attached at right angles to the upper edge
of the IP inch v-eir, above mentioned, making an inverted letter
L with the short leg away from the inlet end of the basin and
acting as the run-board, would, it is believed, give as satis-
factory results as the diverging tube baffle. This arrangement
was not tried, but the writer is inclined to believe that som.e sucl
arrangement as this could be applied to very great advantage in

a larp-e sedimentation banin where a large water supply waB "being
treated
.
This bottoin flow, according to Mr. Cobb, Superintendent
of the Kankakee Water Works, in very common in the Kankakee basin.
He has remarked that it was very imdeoirable and that he would
like very much to eliminate it, but that he had never attempted
to do BO and, furthermore, that he did not know how to ctop it.
Prom these remarks it is seen that the bottom flow is not char-
acteristic of this small experimental basin alone, but that it is
a real problem in practical water purification.
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CONCLUSIONS
ON
SEDIMENTATION BASIN INVESTIGATION
In this investigation two problems were discovered - the
rapid flow through the basin a.nd the bottom flow in the same.
The rapid flow is a defect of the greatest imr^ortance
,
for the reason, as itf? name implies, the treated water is carried
through the basin before the a-nr^lied chemical has had time to
react completely with the com-nounds in the water. In the case
of the University suDDly, as was stated in the first part of this
pat)er, the time required for complete chemical reaction was about
eighteen hours, and at least six hours were reauired to obtain a
reaction that would give the most satisfactory results.
The time required for the first of the color to reach the
outlet varied from, one hour and fifteen minutes to three hours.
In the cases tested for the length of time required for all the
color to pass out it was found that it took about thirty hours.
An average of the two extremes v^ould give 15.62 hours as the
duration of sedimentp.tion. This method of computing the time
of sedimentation is not correct. In the first place, because a
larrre amount of color was found to flow out in the first one to
six hours. The first of the color coming through in the short
periods given, shows that a very large percent of the water is not
given adeauate time for chemical reaction and sedimentation. Be-
cause, ^vhen the flow was along the uriper part of the basin where it
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should be to get proper sedimentn tion, the time reouired for the
first color to appear in the effluent wan never more than two hours
ard, generally, but little over one. But v/hen the flow was along
the bottom, it took approximately three hours. In the writer *s
mind, this length Of time is about the number of hours that should
at least be taken. But this three hour period was taken when
the flow was along the bottom, therefore, there must have been
little or no sedimentation. Hence the water in the effluent is
no better th8.n when it took but little over one hour when flowing
along the upper -nart of the basin.
It seems to the writer that the reason fof* the greater
length of time reouired, when the flow was along the bottom, was
the greater distance traveled. The distance up and down the faces
of the weirs and along the bottom of the basin would take about
twice as long as it would to move straight across the upper part
of the basin. If this is true, the time that water would take
in going through a basin would vary with the distance it must
travel. The test runs seem to prove this point. Then it follows
that to lengthen the time that the water would be in the basin,
the distance it must travel must be lengthened, but the velocity
must, of course, be kept the same. For the higher the velocity
the greater the agitation and, consequently, the less sedimentation
The writer was anxious to mnke the distance traveled lon-
ger by installing a system of solid baffles, as shown in the plan
on the follov/ing drawing by the letters H, J and K. The other
baffles indicated and numbered correspond to the numbers on the
detail sheets.
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Plan of sedimentation baein, with BUggeeted baffle arrangement.
The openings left at the ends of baf ^"lee K, J and K are
narked X, Y and z, because these openings would govern the veloc-
ity, and, since this is true, in all probability they would have
to be experimented with to determine the proper distances.
The lack of time, however, prevented the installation
of this plant and, furthermore, it was feared thpt under this
arrangement the velocity would be increased and, hence, nothing
gained and much lost to sedimentation. In the experimental plant
at Washington, D, C, however, a plan similar to this was adopted
and gave satisfactory results.
The Bottom Flow.
As has been stated before in this parser, the bottom flow
is a condition that should not exist, for the reason already given.
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It apr^eare that the bottom flow problem has been Bolved
by the use of the diverging tube baffle. Although the evidence
of the Bame ie not ae conclueive as it might be, on account of
the lack of time to continue the experiments, the record of the
flow after it was inetalled 1g very good. Therefore, it may be
considered that this diverging tube baffle will prevent the bot-
tom flow.
Flow No . ? .
The ideal flow, type No. 3, as shovm on plate No. 3, is
the flow desired. This flow was never completely obtained, but
was closely a"npro ached ty Using diverging tube baffle.
By a study of Plate No. 7^, type of flow No. ^, it can be
seen that a flow of this type would take considerably longer time
for the first appearance of the color in the effluent than the
type of flow No. 1, and, furthermore, it would give ideal settling-
out conditions. First, because the velocity would be very low,
and, secondly, because there is plenty of quiescent water to catch
and retain the particles as the.y settle out.
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